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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Dear Readers,
Welcome to the winter 2009 issue of The Painter’s
Journal! We’re happy to welcome to The Painter’s Journal
family two new authors, Patrick Coppinger and Marshall
Carbee. Both are professional scenic artists with many
years experience in the entertainment industry, and have a
lot to share with their fellow scenic artists.
Marshall Carbee’s article is our ﬁrst on the issue of
“green” scenic painting materials. He describes how he was
inspired to “go green” as an artist, and to develop a new
line of low-VOC paints and other products to help protect the health of both scenic artists and the whole planet.
Patrick Coppinger has given us some helpful business advice on the ins and outs of putting together a bid for a
project. To round out the oﬀerings, Peter Miller gives us
another fascinating article on scenic aging techniques, this
time taking a look at how aging techniques commonly
employed in ﬁlm can be adapted for use in stage scenery.

We’re also happy to welcome Great American Markets, Inc., as our newest sponsor. The support of GAM
and all our other advertisers allows The Painter’s Journal
to continue to bring you a wealth of information about
scenic art that you simply can’t ﬁnd anywhere else. Please
patronize our sponsors, and let them know you saw their
ad in The Painter’s Journal!
And ﬁnally, there’s still time to apply for the Young
Scenic Artist’s Award. The application deadline is January
5th, and the application form can be found on page 4 of
this issue. Please encourage those young scenic artists you
know to apply for this award. In addition to a cash prize,
the top 3 entrants will have their work published in the
spring issue of The Painter’s Journal.
Happy Holidays to all of you, and best wishes for a
happy, paint-ﬁlled New Year!
Anthony R. Phelps
Executive Editor

INSTANT FLOOR FINISH
for your set, stage, studio or display

• Temporary vinyl floor covering - 4 mil thick
• Available in 48 inch x 100 foot rolls (400 sq. ft.)
and 48 inch x 50 foot half rolls
• Use it, remove it, save time and money
• Paint on it, print on it
GO ONLINE OR CALL FOR
FREE SWATCHBOOK
Go to www.gamonline.com for:
• Videos
• Instructions
• Speciﬁcations
• Application Photos

1-888-GAMCOLOR
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ANNOUNCEMENT
ANNOUNCING THE THIRD ANNUAL YOUNG SCENIC ARTIST’S AWARD
The Painter’s Journal is proud to announce that we are now accepting applications for the third annual Young Scenic Artist’s Award.
This award was established to honor outstanding young scenic artists who are pursuing an undergraduate degree at the time of application. Winners will be decided by a panel of professional scenic artists and announced in the Spring 2010 issue of The Painter’s
Journal.
Awards
Cash awards will be given for First, Second, and Third Place entries, and a selection from the work of each winner will be published in the Spring 2010 issue of The Painter’s Journal. The cash awards are as follows:

1st Place:
2nd Place:
3rd Place:

$300.00
$200.00
$100.00

Application Requirements
Send the application form below along with:
•

8 print photos of your work

•

Resume

•

Short biography (75 words) suitable for publication

•

Two letters of recommendation

•

Application fee

•

All application materials must be sent in one package

The 8 print photos must be at least 5x7 inches. (Electronic ﬁles will not be accepted.) The photos must represent your best work,
either from realized productions or class projects. On the back of each photo provide a brief description of speciﬁcally what you
painted, an outline of the process you used to create your painted eﬀects, and your name. In the photos, show a variety of painting techniques. Application materials will not be returned to applicants.
Application Fee: $15.00 (Please make check payable to The Painter’s Journal.)
Application Deadline: All materials, application form, and application fee must be received by January 5, 2010.
Please send the completed form below (copy as needed) to:
The Painter’s Journal, c/o Anthony R. Phelps, 80 Cotting Street, Medford, MA 02155
Please Print Clearly
Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:______________________________________________________________________________________________
City:__________________________________________
Phone:_______________________________
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State:___________________

Zip:________________

e-mail:____________________________________________________
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Project bidding and budgeting 101
by Patrick K. Coppinger
As a scenic artist I spend a great deal of my time looking
for new projects, as do most of you. With that comes a lot of
time bidding for those projects, especially the larger projects,
whether it is simply giving a price or creating a bid. Some of
you may not be familiar with bidding and that is what I am
going to cover in this article.
At ﬁrst I found this process a little intimidating. Big
questions pop up, like where to begin? How do I ensure that
I will get the job? How do they determine who is going to
get the job and are they fair in the process?
In answer to the question, “where to begin?” don’t panic! The bidding process is not much diﬀerent from pricing
a job for a client. To properly price a job for a client, you
need to know certain details of the job, right? So let’s take
a look at those details. First, what is the project? Is it a set?
Is a project for a theme park, a theme restaurant, a retail
store, or a private home? What does the client have in mind?
Once you know this you can decide if you want to spend
your time preparing a bid for the project. If so, inform the
client that you are interested in becoming a vendor, so that
you can become eligible for bidding. Generally this requires
that you document for the client proof of your legitimacy
as a contractor to do the project. Such documents include
a business license or incorporation, proof of liability insurance, proof of workers’ compensation insurance, and bonding. The documentation that you have to provide can vary
from client to client, so it is good to check with each client
on their vendor qualiﬁcations.
Once you are qualiﬁed with the client, request the project’s package for bid or Bid Package. When you receive it,
study it closely. Generally the package will have a set of blueprints or drawings and a speciﬁcations document or book.
If the package does not have a speciﬁcations document or
book with it, submit what is known as an RFI (Request for
Information), which should include the client’s name, address, etc., and your information, and your question. They
in turn will answer you in a certain amount of time (usually
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days). You may ask, why this process? There are many processes in the construction industry, and the entertainment
industry, that have come about for legal reasons. I am not
a lawyer, but I have a basic understanding of them and it
makes sense to me. A reply to an RFI clariﬁes the client’s requirements. You’re basically taking away as much subjectivity as you possibly can. Art by law is considered subjective:
when you are an artist you have the freedom to create what
you want. But when you bid on a project and then carry out
the work following the direction of your employer, you are
an artisan, which means you need to know what the client
has in mind before you can begin to determine a price.
The drawings or blueprints will give you technical details of the project such as square footage, elevations, conditions and obstacles that may be a consideration when
choosing which equipment to use. Also in the bid package
may be concept drawings, which can give you an idea of
the ﬁnished project, shapes, placement of color. Most of the
time the concept drawings that you will receive are copies,
which means that the colors are not true or correct. With
this in mind, make sure that in your project speciﬁcations
you have a listing and/or chart of the color chips with their
manufacturer, color name, and number. Also look for a corresponding color placement chart, so that you know exactly
where they are going. This will save you later on if there is a
dispute during or at the end of the project.
Also, if there are not samples of the areas in which you
are to work, then include the cost of making samples in your
pricing for the project. I usually only include two per treatment; after that, if they can’t make up their mind, then I
charge extra. It can be a very expensive process to arrive at
what someone wants, when they don’t know. Generally, if
you are going to make samples, it happens after you have
been awarded the bid. (NOTE: After you have been awarded the bid, you would be wise to consider a site visit as construction progresses to observe working conditions and have
a clearer tactical plan regarding obstacles.)
If you are sure you have the information you need, here
comes the work! Now that you have all the documents that
give you the details of the project, you can begin to break
them down for pricing. Don’t be afraid to submit an RFI if
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you need to. TIP: just don’t ask how much they are looking
to spend; they won’t tell you.
To break down the project, ﬁrst open up the blue
prints, concept drawings, and the speciﬁcation book. Study
them closely for all the details pertaining to what you are
bidding on. In the case of painting, ﬁnd the areas that you
are going to paint. TIP: I like to highlight them for quick
reference.

get 4.5 gallons needed to complete the primer and base color
as required by the speciﬁcations. TIP: keep track of all your
calculations, as there is a further breakdown. This is the point
where your vast experience and expertise as a seasoned professional comes in.

Now let’s say you have three sections of 100 square
feet, or 300 square feet overall. To determine how many
gallons of paint you need for one color, you would take the
total square footage and divide it by 200 square feet (the
total area that a gallon of paint would cover). In this example, 300 s.f. divided by 200 s.f. per gallon = 1.5 gallons.
I use this formula and found that it has generally given me
the correct amount of material each time, though results
may vary on types of material and product manufacturer’s
recommendations. But generally even if the manufacturer
suggests that the material coverage is three hundred square
feet, this still works.

We know as artists that after the surface has been
prepped, primed and base coated, there will be some sort of
treatment applied to it. So look at your concept drawing and
your color chips, study the placement of the colors. You need
to determine how much of each color you will need. This
will vary from project to project and treatment to treatment,
and you will need to make as much of an educated guess as
you possibly can. This is where samples come in handy, but
they are not always available or you can’t get approval until
you have been awarded the bid. Once you have them you can
zero in on the amount of paint you will need to order, but at
this point you are estimating, so just try to be as close as you
can. You can adjust later when making your full order. TIP:
a little over-estimation in this area is not a bad thing; if you
think you need a quart, get a gallon. It all depends on the
project and treatment. Having a little left over is not a bad
thing, because you have touch-ups and sometimes a do-over.
Allow for the unforeseeable. Once you have calculated all the
paint you think you will need, break it down by material. We
know that primer is diﬀerent from paint, that paint in different colors is diﬀerent prices. So we will break it down and
then research pricing. Choose materials that are compatible
with each other, water base, oil base, or as speciﬁed; you get
the idea. Choose the best quality product that is available to
you. You do not want product failure. Then you will have to
go back and do it all over again. TIP: most projects you bid
on have you guarantee or warranty the workmanship for at
least a year.

Easy, right? Nope, we are not done yet, we are artists,
and we do not paint one color, usually. This formula works
well for basecoats, and keep in mind that you should look
at the speciﬁcations to see the total number of coats required. Some codes call for one coat of primer and two
coats of base color, for a total of 3 coats. In the example,
we found we would need 1.5 gallons to cover the surface.
If the speciﬁcation calls for one primer coat and two coats
of base color, we would multiply 1.5 gallons x 3 coats to

Another tip: most companies, especially theme parks,
do not want something so elaborate that their maintenance
department can not duplicate it. Although I have the skills
to produce a high quality product, this does not mean that
someone else has the skills and can duplicate it. Theme parks
don’t always hire specialists to work maintenance. This is not
a put-down of the workers, it is cost eﬀective way for the
companies to keep costs down. High traﬃc areas are a lot of
work to maintain, no matter what you put on them.

Find the square footage of your paintable surface:
linear measurement x elevation measurement or height x
length. This will give you the square footage for each section; add all sections together for total square footage. For
example, a section 10’ long x 10’ high = 100 square feet.
Note: do not exclude windows, doors or trim, as you must
mask or cut around them, and that takes time. The time
you would add in for masking or cutting around the object
would be approximately the same as for painting the area if
there were no door or window. Of course you will add in a
separate price for prepping and painting those areas.

6
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Let’s move on to equipment and sundries. This is the
point at which you want to consider the type of treatment
you are going to apply and determine the process you are
going to use to apply it: brush, roll, spray or even a combination. I like to take my time and really think about this part
of the project. This is your creative process communicating
with your practical and logical process, your artist side communicating with your business side. First, think of the quality of the project you are to deliver. You always want to deliver the best quality, even with the simplest treatment. Then
think of the timeline in which you are expected to deliver it.
There is always a timeline, and you can usually expect it to
be cut short due to the fact that you are the ﬁnish and that
the other contractors usually take longer than expected. I
could never ﬁgure out why companies could never get that
one right. It escapes me.
Anyway, you have this area that needs to be done and
you need to ﬁgure the best, the fastest way possible to deliver the quality. Time is money, they say. First consider your
environment. Can you spray, even if it is the primer and the
base coat, to save you some time? Think about whether the
overspray is going to aﬀect others around you. Is it going to
cause damage to others’ work or property? If you feel that
you can spray, ask how long you will need the equipment
for: is it better to rent or buy? If I spray will I need gas or
electric? Is there electric on site? Do you need to prep the
area? More than likely the answer is yes. What type of material are you going to use to prep the area and how much do
you need? How many man hours will it take, and do you
have qualiﬁed personnel to perform the work?
Once you have considered all of this, you may decide
that you cannot spray and you need to brush and roll. Figure
in how many brushes and roller setups you will need to do
the work. Always choose quality products and make sure
they are cleaned and maintained properly; this will make
them last longer and save you money in the long run. TIP:
depending on the size of the project, it is always better to
buy by the case. Once the surface preparation, priming and
base coating is decided, it is time to think about how you
are going to apply the treatment. Consider the tools and
equipment, such as Hudson pumps, rags, sponges, specialty
brushes, and so on. Then ﬁgure in the amount of each you
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will need. Furthermore, as to equipment and applying the
material, ask yourself, would I save time and make the project safer, easier, and faster for myself and my crew if we use
ladders or lifts to reach higher places? Then research the feasibility and cost of using these types of equipment.
Now let’s take a look at labor. This can vary due to the
size and complexity of the project. Do you need a large crew
or just yourself? On a project that is only, say 1000 square
feet, it may only be you or maybe you and an assistant, depending on your time line. If the project is much larger you
will need to add more crew. I always prefer when adding
crew to use the best and most seasoned professionals I can
obtain. I try to ﬁgure out how many I will need total to
do the job properly, calculate their day rates, and multiply
that by the number of days I will need them to arrive at my
labor total. NOTE: Even though I ﬁgure I will need them
throughout the project, I add them on the crew as the project progresses. There is no sense in having people standing
around if you haven’t reached the point of needing them yet.
The same goes for the end of the project; let them go as you
wind down. Now, on bigger projects I always plan to have
labor helpers to assist the professionals. This frees the professionals up to concentrate on the specialty work, so they
do not have to be distracted by tasks that will slow things
up. The assistants take care of moving equipment, clean up,
moving material, inventory, and so on. This is not to say
the professionals don’t know how to do these things, or that
they should not be doing from time to time, but if I can
keep them on the money then that is better. TIP: I try not
to stress the crew. This makes their productivity go down,
which in turn makes the work go slower or the quality suﬀer
and you lose money. After all, time is money.
After you have considered all the time, material, and
labor, now sit down and put your bid together. You have
your calculation totals, and now you need to ﬁnd or make a
template for your budget (time, materials, equipment, and
labor). Put your numbers in, itemizing each thing and totaling each category. NOTE: as they say for a business plan, include everything, and try not to forget anything, right down
to the paper clip. If you forget something in the bid, you will
still have to go out and spend money on it. If it is not in your
budget, then you are losing money.

www.paintersjournal.com
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Once you have put together your budget, which is your
bid, along with an outline of your understanding of the
scope of work that the bid includes, add 30% for proﬁt,
overhead, and contingency. This is standard business practice. You need to make sure that you make a proﬁt, you will
need to look out for your overhead, and you will always have
some sort of delay. TIP: The ﬁnal total is called the “bottom
line,” which is what the company will look at when they
decide who will be awarded the project contract. This is the
part of the bid that is going to determine whether you will
get the project or not

next one. Although the system of bidding a project is set up
to make things fair to companies and contractors alike, to
prevent legal issues, that does not mean there won’t be corruption in the process, nor does it mean there will be, either.
One of the best pieces of advice I had received when ﬁrst
starting as a scenic artist was, this is a business, always treat
it as a business; it is 90% business and 10% talent, but you
better be 110% when it comes time to perform. You are in
this to make money; you will spend most of your time marketing yourself, making deals, performing work, and collecting money.

Do not discuss your bid with anyone: other contractors, friends, and especially the company to which you are
submitting the bid. The bids are sealed, meaning no one
sees them before the company sees them. This keeps others
from knowing what you bid, so they can’t try to beat your
bid. Avoid discussing your bid with the company to prevent
jeopardizing your bid with inside information.

My approach and philosophy on all projects is to spend
time on research and design conception, consulting with the
client to arrive at a proper and satisfying design concept for
their project. Once the concept has reached a stage that is
satisfactory to the client, then design and budgeting is the
next step. This step allows for the client to know if the ﬁnal
concept is aﬀordable. Nothing kills a project more than to
design beyond the client’s ﬁnancial limitations. During the
budgeting process, pricing of materials, labor and scheduling are major factors in arriving at the bottom-line. Quality,
durability, and low maintenance requirements mean that
proper quality materials must be chosen. This may raise
the cost of materials, and may aﬀect other portions of the
project, such as man hours. Rushed workmanship will affect a project’s ﬁnal quality, durability and low maintenance
requirements as much as low grade materials and / or poor
design.

The selection process is generally based on the lowest
bid. This does not mean you have to cut your own throat to
win the job. Bid the job as fairly as you can with quality materials, quality labor, and equipment, so you are able to deliver
the ﬁnal product called for in the information the company
provided. The person or persons reviewing the bids have different methods of deciding how they will choose which bid
is acceptable. One way it’s done is that they take all the bids
and throw out the lowest bid (or sometimes the lowest and
the highest bids) automatically. Then they look at the next
lowest and/or lowest and highest bids, until they come to a
low medium that appears to be the lowest bid that will still
get the job done, without compromising the quality of the
project. To answer the question, “how do I ensure that I will
get the job?” there is no answer. The company reviewing the
bid entries follows a legal and fair process, and it is totally up
to them to make the decision.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Patrick has worked in the entertainment industry for well
over 20 years as a Consultant, Designer, Scenic artist / Set
painter. He has worked on many projects over the years Motion Picture, Television., Theme parks, Museums, Theater.

Now that you have an understanding of how to bid a
project, I would like to add a few things. It takes time to
learn how to bid projects. This article is an overview which
will point you in the right direction, but it will take you
a couple of bids to actually get the hang of it. If you do
your best and don’t get the job, don’t stress. Move on to the
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Aging Gracefully:

Part II

by Peter S. Miller
In a previous article for the fall edition of The Painter’s Journal, “Aging Gracefully, Part I,” I discussed the importance of
aging techniques in scenic painting for ﬁlm. For the most part,
movies are a more realistic medium than the theater; scenes often take place in actual locations, and when studio settings are
used, they usually attempt to imitate the “real world” as closely
as possible.
The ﬁrst article oﬀered examples of actual “real world” aging, including photographs of ﬂaking paint, rust, weathered
wood, brick, stone and other details which indicate the age of
a surface and how long it has been exposed to the elements
as well as damage caused deliberately and accidentally by humans.
In Part II, I demonstrate some techniques which scenic
artists use to imitate these eﬀects on scenery. Although many of
these techniques were invented for the close-up scrutiny of the
camera (scenic artists who work in ﬁlm are especially interested
in the “strike zone,” the area of the set that appears behind an
actor in a medium shot or closeup), they can also be used in an
arena theater or with some exaggeration to account for stage
distance, on a traditional proscenium stage.

Film sets are busy places and the rapid pace and the nature of
the work makes it diﬃcult to obtain clear, step-by-step photographs of a process. Movie studios are also quite secretive, and,
in the internet age, are especially concerned with controlling
all aspects of their product, so I felt that it would be easier
to demonstrate techniques on small, relatively portable sample
boards in my home studio. I have crammed more detail into a
small space than would probably be seen in an area of similar
size on an actual set.
Ghost Signs
The ﬁrst example is a sign, used as the title of the previous article, which imitates the old signs we still occasionally see painted
on brick walls around New York City advertising long-vanished
products like “Women’s Shirt Waists” or “Five Cent Cigars.”
Many are so old and faded from age and exposure to weather
that they appear to be ghosts of their former selves and are thus,
rather romantically, known as “ghost signs.”
We are sometimes asked to paint copies of them, since the real
ones are never in the right place, the right color scheme, or advertising the right product! I had no intention of renting a lift
or scaﬀolding and painting a full-scale one on an actual wall so
I decided to make a miniature one, which of course, required
making my own scaled-down bricks. I also thought it might be
wise to make a paint elevation. My inch-scale rendering surrounded by research photographs of actual ghost signs in the
New York area is seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1
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Figure 3

Figure 2
The scaled-down brick surface was imitated with
tinted joint compound troweled over one-eighth inch
tape for the mortar lines, which was removed while
the texture was still damp, creating the surface seen in
Figure 2.
The lettering layout for a sign can be approached
in several ways. It can be drawn full-scale on craft paper using the art department’s drawing as a guide. In
some cases, the graphics department prints out a fullscale drawing on the computer. In the case of a large
sign, this may require that several strips of paper be
taped together on the shop ﬂoor. Since the printer paper is thin, and shrinks and expands due to changes in
humidity, the letters may need to be corrected with a
sharpie before they are perforated to make a pounce.

the wall with a light misting of thin plastic varnish in a pre-val sprayer.
A section of the transferred pounce is seen in Figure 4.

In my reduced scale it was easy to take my inch
scale elevation to the local copy store and have it blown
up to the appropriate size on their large format printer. The drawing was corrected and perforated with an
electro-pounce which passes an electric spark through
the paper, creating a series of tiny holes. The Xeroxed,
perforated full-scale drawing is seen in Figure 3. The
lettering was transferred to the brick surface with a
pounce bag ﬁlled with charcoal powder and ﬁxed to

From my research photos, it was clear that the original colors of the
real ghost signs had faded considerably over time. The high contrast
black and white signs painted a century ago were reduced to a series
of muted greys. In places, the paint on individual bricks had faded
to slightly diﬀerent colors. In some spots, the paint remained in the
grooves of the mortar, in others it was almost entirely gone. Occasionally the surface had fallen away leaving the raw brick material exposed.
This fragmented, mosaic-like quality gave the signs much of the antique
charm that I wanted to capture in my copy.

10
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For the oﬀ-white background areas several diﬀerent shades of
light gray latex paint were dragged across individual bricks using a
very dry foam brush. Areas of low relief did not pick up the paint
and remained brick color creating a fragmented ﬂaking eﬀect seen in
Figure 5. A small artist’s brush was used to ﬁll in some of the mortar
grooves and to dry brush around lettering details.

Figure 5
Ghost signs are often more fragmented towards the upper part of a wall, where they are less
sheltered from the extremes of weather, and I decided to create this eﬀect with a technique known
as “blocking,” which is used to create the eﬀect of
small chips of paint on molding, signs and small
props. A small quantity of thick paint is brushed
onto a small scrap of wood which is tapped or
dragged across a surface leaving traces of paint on
any raised area. Too much paint leaves an obvious, blob-like smear. The best eﬀect is achieved
with a dry, subtle application. The transition
from the foam brush, used towards the bottom of
the frame and the block used around the “A” and
the “G” can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6

Figure 7

The lower portion of the border and the
word “gracefully” were painted using the foam
drybrush technique, emphasizing variation in the
individual bricks. Since the blocking technique is
not very neat, the light grey background around
the larger letters was protected with tape. Figure
7 shows the sign completely laid in.
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For this project, one of the advantages in painting on
raw, unprimed joint compound (something we would usually try to avoid) is that it is easy to make the paint come oﬀ.
One of the most interesting eﬀects on the real ghost signs are
the few, randomly placed bricks where paint is almost entirely gone, leaving the plain brick color exposed. This eﬀect
can be created by saturating a chosen brick with a spray of
water, waiting a few moments and scraping it with a spackle
knife. It is especially eﬀective on bricks that bridge the lettering and the background interrupting the outline of the
letter and contributing to the “there-but-not-there” ghostly
quality. It can be seen on the letters “N” and “G” in Figure
8.
Figure 9

It is usually made from raw umber, black and raw sienna
tints suspended in a clear, ﬂat binder. A thinned acrylic
faux-ﬁnish glaze gives you a few more minutes of working
time. On full-size sets the operation is usually performed by
several artists working as a team to insure that the glaze is
evenly applied before it has a chance to dry.

Figure 8

In several places, I wanted to create an eﬀect where
water, running down the wall in the same place over many
years, had worn away most of the paint. This was achieved
by spritzing the wall with water, letting it run down naturally and dragging a spackle knife across the damp bricks. On a
set this could be done with a ﬂoretta or Hudson sprayer and
large trowel. Figure 9 shows the eﬀect between the “N” and
the “G” and to the right of the “A.”
The ﬁnal step was to give the wall an aging glaze over
the entire surface. This represents the accumulation of dirt
and smoke particles that are often found in urban environments. In interior settings, where there is a lot of cigar and
cigarette smoke it is sometimes referred to as “nicotine age.”
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The procedure is usually to spray the wall with water and
roll on the age with a medium nap roller. Four-inch brushes
are used to make sure the glaze gets into all the corners and
crevices. While still wet, the glaze is rolled out evenly with
a “ﬂuﬀer,” a dry, long-nap fuzzy roller sometimes aﬀectionately known as a “dead kitty.” This blurs roller marks and
drips and gives the wall a natural, accidental-looking ﬁnish.
Brick walls in urban settings often have dark accumulations and streaks of soot especially where coal was a common
energy source. After the overall age had dried, I added some
darker age at the top of the wall, misted it with a pre-val, and
allowed it to run down, following the mortar lines between
the bricks and accentuating them. The ﬁnal eﬀect is seen in
the wide shot, Figure 10, and the closeup, Figure 11.
The other samples were done on specially constructed
twelve by nineteen inch panels made of quarter inch plywood, half inch gator foam and a simple molding. An unprepped, unprimed panel is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 10

Figure 12

eral matching sets constructed on studio sound stages. The
techniques demonstrated on the sample board were used on
our studio sets to match the deteriorating and dirty plaster
walls on the actual location.

Figure 11

One sample was based on the sets for a movie that I had
worked on several years ago, much of which was ﬁlmed in
an old, abandoned theatre location in the Bronx and on sev-
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The ﬁrst step was to prep the sample. Seams were taped
and coated with joint compound and plaster, the molding
joints were ﬁlled with caulk which was smoothed with a wet
brush and the lauan grain of the center panel was skim-coated and sanded smooth. The panel was then distressed with a
matte knife, a Surform and coarse sand paper to wear down
its new-looking, fresh corners and edges and to simulate the
damage that plaster walls would sustain over many years of
use and neglect. Real sets are also often beaten with chain
along baseboards and around doors to imitate the abuse that
an actual building suﬀers over time. The prepped and distressed panel is seen in Figure 13.
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Since our theatre location had been built as an opera house
around the turn of the twentieth century, it was decorated with
elaborate plaster ornament which had also been damaged, contributing to an atmosphere of romantic decay. I wanted to reproduce this eﬀect and obtained an appropriately scaled cartouche
from Decorator’s Supply Corporation of Chicago, which has an
extensive stock of ornaments in various sizes and periods.
Since I wanted to keep working while the ornament was
shipped, I made a full-scale drawing, copied it onto cardstock,
cut it out and taped it to the panel to protect the area where the
cartouche would eventually be attached.
Areas of the panel that had been dug out were covered with
torn pieces of shellacked craft paper (the shellac keeps the paper
from wrinkling when it gets wet) which were then primed with
Plaster-Weld and skim-coated with a layer of joint compound and
plaster. Areas were also masked with torn pieces of blue painter’s
tape which would be ripped away later. The panel with its areas
of applied paper and masking is seen in Figure 14.
Unfortunately for me, the Decorator’s Supply Ornaments are
cast in a strong, resilient material which is hard to distress; so I
decided to make a mold and cast my own, much more fragile,
cartouche out of easily-damaged plaster.

Figure 13

The Smooth-OnTM Corporation of Easton, PA produces
an extensive line of mold-making materials for sculpture, ﬁlm,
special eﬀects, and many industrial applications. One of their
easy-to-use silicone rubber mold-making compounds known as
OomooTM has a simple, one-to-one by volume mixing ratio and
no need for a gram scale or other special equipment. It is the
perfect mold making material for projects that do not require a
large number of multiple castings. It is less expensive than many
of their other products, comes in an attractive purple color, and
is available in small kits, ideal for making a simple, one piece
mold.
The OomooTM, in its color coded Part A and Part B containers, Krylon acrylic spray (recommended for sealing the model),
Mann Ease Release 200 designed for use with silicone, and the
special, sulphur-free plastiline made for use with silicone rubbers
are all shown in Figure 15.
Figure 14
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Figure 15

The Decorator’s Supply cartouche was mounted on
plexiglass and a containment box of foam core built around
it. The seams were patched with the N.S.P. plastiline, and
the ornament and its containment ﬁeld sealed and prepared
with Mann’s Mold Release.
Following the instructions, the pink and blue A and B
components of the OomooTM were measured, thoroughly
mixed (an even, purple color insures that they are!) and
slowly poured into the containment box avoiding air entrapment. The next day, when the rubber had completely
cured, the mold was easily removed from the original model,
lightly sprayed with mold release, and ﬁlled with plaster of
Paris. The prepared model in its box is seen in Figure 16.
The original model, the negative mold, and the positive plaster casting are shown side-by-side in Figure 17.

Figure 16

It was an easy matter to mount the plaster casting with white
glue, once the card stock mask had been removed from the
panel. The seam was patched with a little plaster, smoothed
out with a small wet brush, and the entire panel, including
the ornament, given a coat of plaster and joint compound
which was stippled and then smoothed with a trowel to create a uniform texture. The eﬀect is shown in Figure 18.
Figure 17
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The molding and ornament seemed like a good place
to demonstrate a crackle glaze, a technique used in ﬁlm and
faux ﬁnish to simulate the look of old, cracked paint. There
are several brands of antique crackle glaze on the market,
produced for the decorative painting industry. My advice
is to follow the manufacturer’s instructions on the label, but
also to try several tests on scraps of the surface you are working on. They all seem to act a little diﬀerently.
The size and appearance of the cracks seems to be affected by the length of time between paint layers, how fast
it dries, the smoothness and absorbency of the surface you
are working on, and the humidity. Just do a small sample
and see what happens! The contrast in the value of the crack
color is also aﬀected by the glaze, which darkens the underpaint a bit, something else to keep in mind.
There are two ways to create the eﬀect. In the ﬁrst
method, the glaze is brushed, sprayed or rolled over the base
color and allowed to become tacky but not entirely dry. The
longer one waits, the ﬁner and more subtle the pattern of
cracks will be. If you wait too long, however, no cracks will
form at all! It takes a little patience and experimentation
to ﬁnd the timing for the look you are after. The top color
is then applied over the almost dry glaze with quick even
strokes. Overbrushing the paint will result in fussy, phoney
looking cracking. Force-drying with a heat gun or hair dryer
accentuates the eﬀect: as the paint dries, cracks appear.
I decided to use a second variation for this sample. The
ornament and molding were ﬁrst painted a rich red color
which was then coated with shellac to which a little brown
tint was added. Darker shellac was used to bring out details;
this was exaggerated since most of it would be covered by
another paint layer. This step is seen in Figure 19.
The Crackle glaze was added a bit at a time to Rosco’s
Oﬀ Broadway latex gold paint (about six parts paint to one
part glaze). This ratio may vary, depending on the paint you
are using. Do several tests: more glaze means larger cracks,
but too much spoils the paint’s opacity and can ruin a can
of expensive paint. As soon as the shellac dries, brush on
the paint/glaze mixture with a well-loaded brush using long,
smooth strokes. Overworking will create choppy, artiﬁcial
looking cracks. Force drying and spritzing with denatured
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alcohol in a pre-val can make the paint ﬂake and curl dramatically. Figure 20 shows the eﬀect.
Older buildings often have many coats of paint, having been used for several purposes during their long lives,
(including a fundamentalist Christian Church and a pornographic ﬁlm theater), and our opera house was no exception. I decided to use the blocking technique around areas
of exposed plaster and ﬁlled in larger areas with a brush. On
a real set much of the ﬁll-in would be done with a roller. As
long as gloss or semi-gloss paint is used, an interesting look
can be created by spraying the walls with water and painting
the still-damp joint compound. Once the paint dries and
forms a skin, areas can be picked away with a small spackle
knife, creating some very natural-looking areas of exposed
plaster. Both techniques were used to apply two layers of
paint, a somber brown and a more festive red. They are seen
in Figure 21.
While painting, I tried to reserve many areas of raw
plaster on the theory that it would be easier to cover some of
them up rather than to try to “touch up” the plaster, leaving
the “best” areas unpainted. Once the red paint had dried,
the wooden block was used to put some brown back in a few
places. The block was also used to put some of the red base
color back into the ornament and the molding as though
the gold paint had been worn away and the cartouche was
distressed to reveal chipped plaster.
The masking was removed and the over-painted craft
paper peeled away and curled to reveal the plaster beneath.
On a water damaged ceiling, this eﬀect can be quite large
and dramatic. The paint was then touched up in a few strategic places to accentuate the eﬀect.
An aging glaze made of raw umber and black tinting
color in acrylic faux-ﬁnish liquid was applied with a four
inch brush after the surface had been sprayed with water.
The glaze was “ﬂuﬀed” with a high nap roller to even it out
and catch drips.
More dirty aging was created by mixing tints (raw umber and black again!) with S.C. Johnson’s Paste Wax (also
known as Butcher’s Wax) which is normally used to beautify
wood. The tinted wax was brushed and stippled into the
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Figure 18

Figure 21

Figure 19

Figure 22

Figure 20

Figure 23

crevices on the ornament and the molding, allowed to set for several minutes and the excess wiped oﬀ the raised areas. The
residue, when dry, creates a most realistic grunge eﬀect in the crevices. Figure 22 shows the entire panel, and Figure 23 is a
detail, showing the various eﬀects on the ornament.
The ﬁnal touch was to add a few streaks of whitish eﬄuorescence, the residue of salt and lime which appears on plaster
walls when they are damaged by water. This eﬀect was created by mixing plaster of Paris with powdered baking soda. When
the water is added the mixture foams up (just like those volcanoes we made in second grade) and the frothing mixture is
dribbled down the walls of the set. A gentle spray of vinegar from a pre-val causes it to foam even more, adding additional
drama. On a dark set, the mixture may seem too white, and grey rottenstone rainbow cement color, a powdered pigment, can
be mixed in before the water is added.
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As the plaster dries, the bubbles harden and become permanent. Since it is mostly air it is quite fragile. Anything you
don’t like can be knocked oﬀ with a paint stick and wiped with
a damp sponge, but it can be strengthened by misting it with
clear acrylic ﬂat or plastic varnish. A glaze of tinted shellac or
polyurethane gives it a most unappetizing sheen, appropriate
for sewer pipes, subway tunnels, caves and dungeons inhabited
by scary monsters or dumpsters where they bodies of murder
victims are found. A blast of hot, soapy water removes it from
most non-porous surfaces.
A closeup of a small drip is shown in Figure 24, and the
ﬁnal eﬀect in Figure 25.

Figure 25

Figure 24
Simulating old, peeling paint
The other demonstration in this article shows how paste
or “butcher’s wax” can be used as a resist to create the illusion of old, peeling paint on wooden surfaces. We assume that
the sample panel is a section of an old door, or perhaps part
of a boat, that has been painted several times and exposed to
weather for many years. The wood has started to rot, and the
top layer of paint has worn oﬀ, revealing patches of the ﬁrst
layer and the old wood beneath. On a real set, this would probably be done on pine or perhaps a poplar molding but I used
another one of my pre-built sample panels.
The ﬁrst step was to distress the panel to create the look of
heavily weathered wood. Edges were abused with a Surform
and the Gatorfoam sections grained with a matte knife, a Dremel tool, and a wire brush. On a real set, hatchets, grinders,
palm sanders and chain ﬂoggers could also be used.
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Figure 26

Figure 27

Figure 28

The ﬂat, lauan center panel and the moldings were textured to resemble weathered
wood using a goop mixture of joint compound, Sobo glue, Aqualock, tint, and ﬁne
Roll-a-Tex. The mix was brushed on, smoothed out and a round rubber graining tool
dragged through it. The grain was completed with small combs made from the plastic
lids of quart deli cups. After the goop had started to set, it was gently smoothed with
a damp brush to ﬂatten the combed looking ridges. Seams were ﬁlled with caulk and
smoothed with a small brush. This step is shown in Figure 26.
The Gatorfoam areas were brushed with the texture to unify the two materials, and
when completely dry, the panel was sanded to ﬂatten the combed texture even further
and to smooth out unsightly lumps left in a few places by the ﬁne Roll-a-Tex. The
Roll-a-Tex does, however, contribute to the eﬀect, breaking up the mechanical-looking
carved lines and introducing a random organic texture that will help the painting later
on. The ﬁnished texturing is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 29

The panel was then primed with a thick coat of tinted grey Aqualock. This was
worked into all the crevices, and ﬁlled in the texture somewhat, bringing the look of the
wood and the Gatorfoam even closer together. It was allowed to dry thoroughly and
then lightly sanded. Figure 28 shows the primed panel.
Since the sample was going to get two additional layers of paint, I kept the wood
technique as simple as possible: a warm and cool grayish brown wet blend, a lighter dry
brush to bring out texture and a darker grey glaze. I made sure that the glaze got into
the areas of rotten wood to insure that they were dark. The eﬀect is seen in Figure 29.
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The next step was the ﬁrst layer of old, ﬂaking paint. I
decided on an ugly, institutional green color, mixed from
tint and semi-gloss white latex. The semi-gloss forms a nice
skin when it dries, making it easier to manipulate for the
ﬂaking eﬀect.
Before the paint was applied, I brushed on a good, even
coat of paste wax. The wax was allowed to set for about ten
minutes and a thick coat of the latex brushed over the still
slippery wax. The paint takes several hours to dry over the
oily wax. After about two hours, I tentatively scraped an
out-of-the-way corner with a spackle knife. The paint came
oﬀ too easily, in long, peeling strips. I waited another half
hour and tried again. This time the paint was a little ﬁrmer
and easier to manipulate. Diﬀerent eﬀects can be created by
scraping across or with the grain. It is also a good idea to
have several sizes of spackle knives. Each knife leaves its own
distinctive mark and it is easier to create a natural, random
look using several diﬀerent tools.
After enough paint was removed, the panel was allowed
to dry overnight, giving the wax and the paint a chance to
ﬁrm up. To keep the solvent in the second layer of wax from
reactivating, the ﬁrst the sample was sprayed with a coat of
clear ﬂat acrylic. The acrylic beads up on the wax and may
need to be gently brushed out for good coverage. The ﬁrst
layer of dry, sealed paint is seen in Figure 30.
The second coat of paint, an institutional blue, was applied on top of the sealer and a second layer of fresh paste
wax. As before the paint was scraped with a variety of tools
after being allowed to set for several hours. Areas of green
paint and wood were revealed beneath the layer. The sample
was then sealed with another layer of clear ﬂat to insure that
the ﬁnal aging glaze would not bead up on its waxy surface.
Figure 31 shows this stage.
The last step was to give the sample its all-over age glaze.
It was misted with water, and the faux ﬁnish glaze tinted
with black and raw umber was quickly brushed on, working it into all the crevices. The panel was then ﬂuﬀed with
a “dead kitty” roller to even it out. On a large project, this
operation would probably be performed by a team of artists
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working together. After the panel dried, tinted paste wax
with a little black and raw umber was stippled into the corners of the moldings and the grooves of the rotting wood.
After allowing it to set up a little, the excess was wiped away.
The ﬁnal eﬀect is seen in the view of the full panel, Figure 32
and in the detail, Figure 33.
Although this technique is time consuming (you spend a
lot of time waiting for the right moment to scrape the dried
paint) once you have your timing ﬁgured out you can spend
the wait time constructively doing something else. As always, do a sample with the materials you are using before
attempting anything large scale. The technique is especially
eﬀective on areas of a set where there is a lot of hand and
foot traﬃc – railings, stairways, doors and the portions of
baseboards that are kicked repeatedly are all good examples.
If you don’t need the ﬂaking paint eﬀect, there is no need
to apply the wax but if you are only waxing selected areas,
make sure the waxed section has an irregular, organic edge.
This will avoid a straight line that can be revealed during the
scraping process.
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Figure 30

Figure 32
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Mother of Invention
by Marshall Carbee
I live on the beach in New Hampshire. I marvel everyday
at the natural beauty that surrounds me. Living by the sea is a
dream. I’m fortunate to live here. In all the years I’ve been here, I’ve
never gotten used to it. I appreciate nature very much. My earliest
memories are of being in the New Hampshire forests with my dad
teaching me about the woods, the animal droppings, how to ﬁnd
my way by the sun. My family has a passion for nature. My father
said the forest was his church.
About ten years ago my dad passed away and I moved back to
New Hampshire from New York City. I speculated on a series of
paintings for a corporate patron that ultimately changed my life.
It was the spark that launched a new way of looking at art and my
relationship with it. My patron, Jay Gould, was building a chain
of restaurants called Flatbread. The Flatbread Company concept
was simple. Framed around a primitive wood-ﬁred, stone oven,
the restaurants would serve delicious pizza and salad made with
local and organic ingredients. My work reﬂected Jay’s underlying
message: people deserve to have a healthy alternative.
I started looking for alternatives in my own life. As a union
scenic artist, I was around caustic chemicals on a regular basis.
Working around these products for 12 to 14 hours a day—as many
scenics do—can lead to serious health problems later in life. Not
even the most careful scenic following all safety precautions to the
letter can fully avoid these problems. It wasn’t that I was ignorant
of the implications - I saw old-timers getting sick - but there were
no viable alternatives. We worked on deadlines and the product was always more important than the means. The paints, paint
strippers, cleaning supplies and other materials that scenics work
with often are chock full of volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
Organic chemicals are used in paints and other products to improve durability and product performance. But as paint dries (or
even when it is simply stored), it emits VOCs. Exposure to VOCs
can result in immediate symptoms, such as headaches or dizziness,
visual disorders, and memory impairment. Careful use of paints,
cleaning products and other VOC-containing products can lessen
these symptoms, but problems persist and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency has labeled VOCs as possible carcinogens.
Scenics aren’t the only ones at risk. After a show is over and
the sets are struck, the discarded scenery often ends up in a landﬁll. Some materials decompose, some don’t. But the paints, coatings, and other chemicals used to create those sets continue to emit
VOCs. Groups like Broadway Goes Green and others are working
to cut down on the waste and pollution that comes with discarded
sets, but wider awareness is needed.
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Sunrise out my window in New Hampshire Oct 09
I was cognizant of the negative impact my art was having. In
fact, before leaving New York, ﬁve guys in the scenic studio where
I worked had discovered blood in their urine, including me. Two
of those guys had already battled bladder cancer. I was nervous
about it. That was when management sent a guy down to speak
with me. I thought he was feeling me out, trying to get a sense
of what I might do in case I was really sick. It turned out to be
a minor thing for me without recurrence, but it really made me
think at the time that I was probably lucky to be getting out.
And then I read a book called Stirring It Up: How to Make
Money and Save the World, by Gary Hirshberg, CEO (CE-Yo) of
Stonyﬁeld Farms.
When I decided to go green and rid my studio of petrochemical-based paints, I was at a loss. There were no green options. Until that point, I was forced to use petroleum-based paint
products with cadmium pigments in order to achieve the desired
eﬀect. With the sole purpose of removing harsh chemicals from
my life, I started looking for sustainable art products made from
readily renewable resources. I found low-impact earth pigments
from Kremer Pigments in New York and I started making my own
oil paints with linseed oil. I think there is something wonderful
that happens when you make your own paint; it’s like cooking a
meal with love. The art begins with an almost reverent process that
gives greater meaning to the ﬁnal work, and a direct connection
with the Earth.
I focused on gesso. Excluding the traditional gypsum and
rabbit glue for personal reasons, I found no all-natural options. I
needed ﬂexibility without volatile organic compounds, and began
experimenting with several zero-VOC paints and sealers. I learned
by trial and error and started communicating with the manufac-
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turers. To my surprise, they took me seriously; one CEO spoke
with me personally. With his help, I was able to develop a soy-based
gesso that gave my art an entirely new purpose. What had begun as
an environmental sojourn quickly became an opportunity to play
a role in the green movement, speciﬁcally with regard to art and
working scenics. As an artist my inﬂuence would be marginal at
best. But by creating a line of eco art products I could expand
my reach and inﬂuence exponentially. It’s the CEOs and corporate
trustees that enable truly sweeping change.
Over the next year my supplier and I worked diligently to
reﬁne the new gesso and created a product that performs equal to if
not better than the traditional form. We worked with the chemists,
and I advised on the ﬁner details of what artists need and expect.
Traditional acrylic gesso is 100 percent acrylic resin, a petroleumbased product. The properties of the solid acrylic ﬁlm create a surface that is extremely smooth, but which does not have any physical
bonding or chemical bonding ability. Eventually that solid acrylic
loses its ﬂexibility and may crack, a top concern when using acrylic
gesso. In contrast, our superior bio-based, eco-friendly gesso is
made with a soy-ester that allows for greater penetration, adherence, and sealing. A minimal amount of modiﬁed plant-based
acrylic ﬁlm settles on the surface of the substrate, revealing texture
and allowing for some physical bonding. The plant-based technologies we use allow greater durability, ﬂexibility, and longevity.
How it’s going so far....
People ﬁnd out about what I’m doing and they get excited. I understand that excitement. I’m excited about it. I’m lucky. It’s only
been a year since we started, and now we have a superior soy-based
gesso on the market AND a new line of scenic paints and coatings

ready to test and sample. People have been very generous with
their time and knowledge. I am blessed to be an artist with a love
of nature; to have a loving and supportive family; to be a scenic
artist; to have read Stirring It Up, written by a childhood friend;
to know a few very successful business people and a lawyer or two;
and to have worked for a local design company that helped me
create my packaging. I could tell you more stories about how this
is all coming together. It’s like anything good. If you just keep
swinging you are going to hit the ball eventually. I’m doing all this
without any real capital. But so many people are helping me because they believe in it. They make a big diﬀerence. The products
have a cause component.
My dream is to create a brand of scenic paints and coatings,
two hundred gallons at a time, getting feedback all along the way
from my scenic brothers and sisters. I want to create a brand that
we can hold on to, a brand that we can all feel a part of. A brand
that we know about, that we know what’s in it, and that won’t
contribute to any ill health eﬀects. I know more and more scenics
are using low-VOC wall paints. But I have also heard a couple of
horror stories with regard to durability. Our zero-VOC paints and
coatings are being developed speciﬁcally for use in the scenic arts.
I believe we are the only such enterprise. The ﬁrst product, Flat
White is shipping as I write this and will probably be available by
the time this article is published. Samples will be available online
at www.carbeesoyscenic.com.

Food Peace paintings for The Flatbread Company
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I’m also writing a series of educational articles for the 829
Newsletter, called “Going Green.” We are trying to spread the
word about our products, share green practices, learn more about
green trends in the scenic arts.

www.paintersjournal.com
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RUMINATIONS
I know that we will face competition, but there really isn’t
anything like this anywhere: our proprietary technology is unique
in the world. All the low- and zero-VOC paints that I have come
across are still petroleum-based latex paints. Our products are made
with a whole new bio-based science that does not use food-grade
soy, but uses pre-consumer post-industrial waste from the process
of making Vitamin E. All our products are made from recycled
materials. The product is formulated to meet green building, air
quality, environmental and user welfare requirements. Why use
hazardous materials if you don’t have to?
Going green is a choice that all artists can make easily these
days, and scenic artists are no exception. Paints and coatings with
low or no VOCs are available, often at a price comparable to the
VOC-laden paints that scenics have used for so many years. During the next few months, we’ll be exploring the ways in which
scenic artists can go green. We’ll learn from working scenics about
the methods they’re using—from natural, VOC-free paints to the
use of sustainable practices—to make their work safer and sustainable.

All the work that has led to this point has been great, but I
also want to hear from the scenics. Your feedback, thoughts and
opinions are a signiﬁcant part of how I hope to build the company. Please contact us at greenscenic@gmail.com and share your
stories about going green. Together, we can make sure that, when
the show is over, scenics can walk away healthy and ready to create
again.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Marshall Carbee has exhibited his paintings, sculptures, and works
on paper in one-man shows in cities around the world, including
New York, Paris, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Salamanca, Caracas and
Tokyo. In May of 2004 over 100 of Carbee’s works were displayed in a one-man show at Tufts University. A proliﬁc and gifted
artist, Carbee’s work hangs in galleries and private collections in
Europe and North and South America. He was twice nominated
to Esquire’s prestigious annual register of Americans Under Forty,
a list of young people who have made signiﬁcant contributions in
their ﬁelds.

Scenic Fitches at a Great Price!
Backstage Hardware has the best prices!

Prices by Size/Set

Each one of our scenic fitches is hand-made in
the U.S. using the finest Shanghai unbleached
hog bristle and a seamless nickel ferrule. The
brushes are cup-chiseled, allowing paint to
remain in the middle of the brush and giving
the artist a cleaner stroke. The lacquer-dipped
white birch handles are kiln-dried so they will
not warp.

¼”
½”
¾”
1”
1¼”
1½”
2”
3”

Purchase by the set for a great value.

$3.75
$5.50
$8.50
$13.50
$18.00
$21.25
$26.25
$35.70

Set of first 4 sizes above: $25.00
Set of first 7 sizes above: $77.58
All 8 sizes : $107.10

21 Drydock Ave.
Boston, MA 02210
Phone: 800.698.8995
Fax: 617.330.6997
sales@backstagehardware.com

www.backstagehardware.com
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DHARMA TRADING COMPANY
PFD Fabrics:
Prepared for Dyeing!
Ready to Ship!
Yards or Bolts
Wholesale
Prices!

FABRIC DYES & FABRIC PAINTS!
Bulk Order Discounts & Large Sizes
REALLY WIDE BLANK FABRICS!
Tons of Cotton, Silk, Rayon & Linen Fabrics
WIDE Silks • WIDE Ink Jet Fabrics
Silk Habotai up to 108” wide
Cotton Muslin up to 120” wide
Fabric Samples Available!

4☮

Silk Dyes & Silk Paints, Fabric Sculpture Products,
Pigment Dyes, “Black Light” Paints, Waxes & Resists, Stencilling
Supplies, Markers, Brushes, Safety Supplies, Fire Retardant & more!

YEARS OF COLOR

Place your order online 24 / 7 at:

www.dharmatrading.com

or CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-542-5227

TEXTILE CRAFT SUPPLIES
For Artists, Craftspersons & Industry

FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE
AT FAIR PRICES

SINCE 1969

LOOKING FOR BACK ISSUES?
WE’VE GOT THEM!
BUY ONLINE AT:

www.paintersjournal.com

All previous 19 issues of The Painter’s Journal, as well as
2009-10 subscriptions, are available for purchase. You
can view the table of contents for each issue online at
www.paintersjournal.com.

Pricing

Single Issue: $9.00
Entire year (3 issues): $27.00
Entire set of back issues (6 years, 19 issues): $135.00

Questions?

Please write us at phelps@paintersjournal.com, or call
781-526-1017.

